Tuning Into The Universe Code – It’s a Divine Comedy!

Do something worthwhile with this amazing life while you have it!
Carl Sagan

A wise man once said that all human activity is a form of play.
And the highest form of play is the search for Truth, Beauty and Love.
What more is needed? Should there be a ‘meaning’ as well, that will be a bonus?
If we waste time looking for life’s meaning, we may have no time to live — or to play.
Arthur C. Clarke

Who would have guessed that a simple bookmark designed like a driver’s license picked up at my local library, with the words FIND IT would open up a path of discovery and a comical conversation with a United Universal Intelligence.

An early morning inspiration to write a poem using the word “IT” (observation of frequency pattern in media) flowed so naturally but led to a surprise a few days later. Read on and be amused at the power of the interconnected Intelligent Universe awaiting to reveal itself to each of us.

37 Lines of IT Code!

1) When in doubt ask IT
2) When in sadness seek IT
3) Your essence is IT
4) Michael Jackson said “This Is IT”
5) 3M’s Art Fry said Post-IT
6) The art of life is IT
7) Ontario says Discover IT
8) Victoria on 6 is jumping jacks on IT
9) 3 is IT
10) M is IT
11) Angus clan are lovin’ IT
12) Adam sparked from IT
13) Bletchley Park tuned into IT
14) UK Gov says www.canyoucrackIT.co.uk
15) Leonardo painted clues of IT
16) Mona Lisa was in on IT!
17) Andy Warhol used IT
18) Kodak captured IT
19) Salvador Dali expressed IT
20) Dickens wrote of IT
21) Universal poets tap into IT
22) Scientists want IT
23) NASA has a clue of IT
24) Scotland Bell was inspired by IT
25) Jobs last words confirmed IT
26) Journalists are missing IT
27) Mediatrix is playing IT
28) Inkquisitive Ink is flowing IT
29) Mother said never forget IT
30) Dad is fused in IT
31) Just unite and love IT
32) What is IT?
33) Don’t get IT?
34) No sweat IT
35) Think deep on IT
36) Simply Find IT
37) Coz Tag Your IT!

After posting this 37 Lines of IT Code poem on my Facebook page a friend got upset and quoted, “please don’t say that IT is God ... I would rather prefer if IT was some cartoon character from space.”
What I believed to be a comical flow of creative inspiration turned out to be much more. The poem was posted on this site on December 3rd, 2011.

On December 12th, 2011 a lock of Michael Jackson’s hair was auctioned for $10,871 dollars. His hair is going to be used as a roulette ball for gambling in a casino. I intuitively knew to look up Ang (page) 871 from the Sikh Wisdom Teacher i.e. Guru Granth Sahib (taking the last 3 digits of the dollar amount) and my intuitive or 6th sense guess was mind blowing when the words of Saint Kabir spoke as “formless energy” through his poetry.

No great discovery was ever made without a bold guess
Isaac Newton – Scientist

The message of IT from the Guru Granth Sahib reads:

It is not human, and it is not a God.
It is not called celibate, or a worshiper of Shiva.
It is not a Yogi, and it is not a hermit.
It is not a mother, or anyone’s son.
Then what is it, which dwells in this temple of the body?
No one can find its limits.
It is not a house-holder, and it is not a renouncer of the world.
It is not a king, and it is not a beggar.
It has no body, no drop of blood.
It is not a Brahmin, and it is not a Kh’shaatriya (warrior.)
It is not called a man of austere self-discipline, or a Shaykh.
It does not live, and it is not seen to die.
If someone cries over its death, that person loses his honor.
By Guru’s Grace (teacher within), I have found the Path.
Birth and death have both been erased.
Says Kabir, this is formed of the same essence as the Creator.
It is like the ink on the paper which cannot be erased.
Raag Gond – Saint Kabir

http://www.searchgurbani.com/guru_granth_sahib/ang/871

They are born, and they die, and they lose the game of life in the gamble – Ang 366

What I realized with this experience was that all things are ALIVE including the letters we type on our keyboards or read in books. We are not typically taught that the entire creation is a living intelligence. The Sikh belief system teaches that the Creator’s Intelligence is within the Creation and that the Guru Granth Sahib (wisdom for self enlightenment) is a Living Entity (form and formless consciousness) and not a book. I did not realize this until I was forty after mum passed away! Nothing happens in the Universe until the perfect timing. Events that appear as fragments actually begin to resonate as connected creative intelligence.

Archimedes took to the streets naked, so excited by his discovery that he had forgotten to dress, crying “Eureka!” (Greek: “εὕρηκα!,” meaning “I have found it!”) Archimedes’ insight led to the solution of a problem he was posed to assess the purity of a golden votive crown. He had given his goldsmith pure gold to be used and correctly suspected he had been cheated, by the goldsmith who had added the same weight of silver. My experience is like a Eureka moment only I have found that Words are Living Intelligent Energy that speaks to our heart and inner senses.

Live in your joy to connect with the Universe and FIND IT for yourself. What is IT? The Formless Intelligence that pervades every particle of the Universe i.e. ONE Life Force Energy that connects all things as ONE massive tapestry. Trust your own intuitions and allow that which is within you to “reveal itself” in your own unique way of understanding for this time and age.
Consider the world around you. You are holding a book made of paper, the crushed pulp of a tree. Trees are machines able to take a supply of atoms and molecules, break them down and rearrange them into cooperating colonies composed of many trillions of individual parts.

Brian Cox – British Particle Physicist – Everything is Connected

When I finally began to comprehend and resonate with the unity of creation, opportunities to explore other cultures began to appear. I realized that Wahi/Wahy is an Arabic word used in the Holy Qur’an and means to be revealed through direct inspiration. Guru Nanak was a Spiritual Teacher/Poet and founder of Sikhism (means learner/student.) He shared the term WaheGuru as a daily focus point mantra to still the mind and to contemplate the essence of reality. He taught all things are one hence the scripture begins with a numerical 1.

All are in the One, and the One is in all. This is what the True Guru (Inner Teacher) has shown me.

Guru Granth Sahib Ang 907

Any guidance we seek can be self revealed via Wahi/Wahy/Wahe (direct intuition.) Logos is not just a brand but a Greek word that means “thought, speech, divine animating (to give life) principle pervading the Universe.” Taliban means “student of knowledge” in Arabic/Urdu. Muslim is an Arabic word meaning “one who submits to God”. Islam means peace. While attending a Muslim conference I was surprised to learn that Wahid in Arabic means One; my mother’s maiden name was Wahid. With my British Punjabi background it was amazing to learn how words can shape our perception of reality – exploring and discovering the meaning of expanded words is very good work indeed!

He is revealed in His cosmic workshop; all people hear of it.

Guru Granth Sahib – 316

What this power is I cannot say; all I know is that it exists and it becomes available only when a man is in that state of mind in which he knows exactly what he wants and is fully determined not to quit until he finds it.

Alexander Graham Bell

I did not think it an accident when I came across the “Scots Wha Hae” warrior song used by Scottish poet Robert Burns. I chuckled realizing that there is a Patna town in Scotland named after the original town which was the birthplace of Guru Gobind Singh or (Nanak X) in India. The entire Sikh Guru Granth Sahib scripture was originally translated into English by an Irishman Max Arthur Macauliffe – universal connections do matter in the intuitive reading of our reality and this was certainly a BIG HINT!

Scots! wha hae wi’ Wallace bled,Scots!
wham Bruce has aften led,
Welcome to your gory bed, Or to victory!
So may God ever defend the cause of truth and liberty,
as He did that day! Amen.
Robert Burns – Scottish Poet

Whichever way we pronounce the word Wahi/Wahe it SOUNDS the same (remember the art of sound phonetics.)

As an explorer of life I researched the Hebrew Bible and discovered that the words Tohu Va-Vahu mean formless and the void. Immediately the words reminded me of following phrase in the Guru Granth Sahib and I cannot deny a deep connection that the source of all teachings is the same one intelligence; a united family.

Waaho! Waaho! Great! Great is the Play of God!
(Vaahu Vaahu Kaa Baddaa Thamaasaa)
Guru Granth Sahib 1403
It is interesting that when we are open to the Whole Universe things that are united will catch our attention and simply flow to us in surprising ways. We are much more than we think; we are a unique creative energy expression of the Universe that desires to be expanded through each of us. Breathe life into your dreams because we are born with a plan and purpose. Every moment is an opportunity to hit refresh and begin new.

As for my friends comment “I would rather prefer if IT was some cartoon character from space,” as I walked by my fridge the image on the left caught my eye. Disney’s Mickey Mouse character logo was positioned next to a fridge magnet of Guru Gobind Singh (Nanak X) the 10th Sikh Master a Poet, Philosopher and Warrior who taught he was also formless energy (beyond the five senses.) I guess the Greek word Logos is truly animating (speaking and filling life.) He wrote the entire 1430 pages of the Guru Granth Sahib pure poetry from memory when the original document was not handed to him, which is a testament to the state of his consciousness!

My eyes are drawn to His Love, like the cat to the mouse.
Guru Granth Sahib – 845

Poetry touches senses that cannot be physically described but can be intuitively felt and perceived. Read any poem and you will notice how we have to “read between the lines” to “get it.” Poetry allows deep contemplation and focused thinking on the written word. Crossword puzzles also require deep contemplation. Now imagine applying these contemplative skills to everyday life events. Imagine the “essence of reality” pinging our senses like in the case of this poem and then finally being WOWED by IT!

The Immaculate Naam (Word/Name/Logos) itself, ever-fresh, comes to abide within the mind.
Guru Granth Sahib – Ang 69

When the student is ready the teacher will definitely appear and guide each of us (a loving energy feeling) in whatever form it may reveal itself. My teacher’s comical formless timeless presence was “experienced” by sending a message through my friend “we are here watching, listen up and tune in for some serious playful fun!”

Night and day, the mouse of time gnaws away at the rope of life.
Guru Granth Sahib – 390

8. Verily, in this is a Sign: But most of them do not believe.
Holy Quran – Sūra XXVI: Shu’arā, or The Poets.

WHO is the happy Warrior? Who is he that every man in arms should wish to be?
It is the generous Spirit, who, when brought Among the tasks of real life,
hath wrought Upon the plan that pleased his boyish thought:
Whose high endeavor’s are an inward light That makes the path before him always bright:
Who, with a natural instinct to discern What knowledge can perform, is diligent to learn.
Character of the Happy Warrior – Poet William Wordsworth – 1888
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